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Background
More 
data +
Cheaper
Compute =
More interest 
in data analysis
… and more users with diverse backgrounds.
2
Computational notebooks
● Computational notebooks
○ Follow the literate programming paradigm introduced by Don Knuth (1984)
○ Mix of code, text, and data
… but how well are users being served?
3
Scoping the problem
● What tool?
○ Jupyter notebooks
● Who?
○ Experienced notebook users
■ Have existing workflows
■ Understand notebooks and data analysis tools
■ Do not have formal computer science training
● Doing what?
○ Participating in Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA)
4
Methodology
1. Interview users regarding existing difficulties / pain points.
2. Identify three tasks for improvement.
3. Build prototype.
4. Test prototype with six users in the population.
5
Initial User Interviews
6
The Interview Process
● Solicited 3 users from the target population
○ Experienced with Jupyter notebooks
○ No formal software engineering experience
● 30 minute interviews about a recent EDA project
○ Did you version your notebook?  How?  When?
○ How did you manage changes in the analysis?
○ What were your biggest pain points?
7
Interview Results - Difficulty finding errors
“Pressing ‘Run All’ is too 
slow.  I’m not sure if I can 
continue working while it’s 
running.” - P2
“[If I keep old cells around, I] 
start losing track of the order 
in which things were run.  
This makes the notebook 
unrunnable.” - P1
“It’s good that ‘Run All’ 
forces a top-to-bottom run, 
but I can’t use it as an 
intermediate step.” - P3
8
Interview Results - Hard to navigate the notebook
“I’ll copy stuff between the 
console and the notebook, 
but not always in the order 
I use it or need it.” - P1
“I leave old cells at the 
bottom of the notebook. I 
have to jump around a little, 
but at least I know I have 
what I need.” - P3
9
Interview Results - Challenges archiving old work
“I label my versions sequentially.  
Then I just go back in time until it 
works.” - P1
“If I need to return to some 
old [code], that’s hard.  
Hopefully I can rely on diffs, 
but not always.” - P1
“There are times when I 
accidentally delete stuff I 
later realized I needed.” - P2
“Before I ‘Run All’, I’ll comment 
stuff out.  I try to remember 
which are relevant, but it doesn’t 
always work.” - P3
“I use a lot of TODOs and comments.” - P3
10
Design + Prototype Creation
11
General Design Approach
● Feature discovery vs. interface simplicity
○ “Make system structure and affordances visible”
○ “Consider aesthetics and simplicity” (Lee, Wickens, Liu, & Boyle, 2017)
○ Decision: depending on frequency of use
● Existing conventions vs. breaking them
○ Learnability = predictability + synthesizability + familiarity + generalizability + consistency 
(Dix, Finlay, Abowd, & Beale, 2004)
○ Decision: follow Jupyter notebook conventions
● Supporting power user vs. novices
○ Interface should be appropriate to the frequency and knowledge of user (Lee et. al, 2017)
○ Decision: support power users
12
New features
User Challenge Prototype Feature
Finding errors Always-on code validation
Navigating the notebook Split-pane and outline views
Archiving old work Cell checkpointing
13
Building the prototype
● Used screenshots from a “long” 
Jupyter notebook
● Specifics blurred to avoid 
distracting details
● Interactivity was programmed 
using Javascript which just 
showed/hid static images
14
Prototype Testing
15
Prototype Overview - Initial screen
Feature
1 - error status
2 - error markers
3 - navigation controls
4 - checkpoint controls
5 - error highlighting
16
Feature: Always-on code validation
I love “Run All” to validate my 
work, but I only use it at the 
end.  It’s really slow.
17
Prototype: Always-on code validation
● 1 - Error status
● 2 - Error markers
● 3 - Error highlighting
● 4 - Error card
18
User feedback: Always-on code validation
✓ Discovered the feature
✓ Understood the feature
✓ Liked the feature
User comments:
● “Lightweight and easy to understand”
● “Would make me more productive”
19
Results: Always-on code validation
● Overall, feature was well-received.
● Detailed feedback:
○ The error marker should be clickable (not just the error card).
○ Card contents:
■ Remove the code?
■ Include the stack trace?
■ Suggested fixes?
○ Error status: keep or remove?
○ Feature request: make the error available in the code block highlighted section
20
Feature: Split-pane and outline views
I want to find something in 
another area of my notebook, 
but I can’t.
21
Prototype: Split-pane and outline views
● 1 - Remove pane
● 2 - Add pane
● 3 - Show outline
● 4 - Outline view
● 5 - Split pane view
22
Results: Split-pane and outline views
− Discovered the feature
✓ Understood the feature (outline)
− Understood the feature (add viewport)
✓ Liked the feature (outline)
✗ Liked the feature (add viewport)
User comments:
● (Outline): “I’m not sure if the image 
previews are a good idea”
● (Add pane): “Having a second pane is 
convenient”
● (Add pane): “I don’t think I would use 
this.”
23
Results: Split-pane and outline views
● Add Viewport
○ “Viewport” terminology was confusing
○ The experience of opening a new pane was jarring
○ Users expressed uncertainty about the value: “Not sure how this would fit into my 
workflow”
● View Outline:
○ Feedback was overall positive
○ Users uncertain about the value of the images:
■ “Most of my images look the same”
■ “Images might take up too much space”
24
Feature: Cell checkpointing
Broken cells?  I just leave them  in place and 
start a new one.  I clean it up at the end.
I usually delete cells as I go. Sometimes, I 
realize I deleted something that I wanted.
25
Prototype: Cell checkpointing
● 1 - Checkpoint status
● 2 - Differencing view
● 3 - Save checkpoint
● 4 - Save & Clear
● 5 - Show diff view
26
Results: Cell checkpointing
✓ Discovered the feature
✗ Understood the feature
− Liked the feature
User comments:
● “Felt like a powerful feature for its 
use case”
● “Can see this being a life-saver as 
long as I remember to use it”
● “Would be better if checkpointing 
happened automatically”
27
Results: Cell checkpointing
● Users didn’t understand “checkpoint” terminology
● Users uncertain about the value of the feature:
○ “I don’t usually want to return to a previous version”
○ “I don’t think I would ever remember to take a checkpoint”
○ “I could see this being useful for parameter tuning”
● Feature requests:
○ I wish it would take checkpoints automatically
○ I would want to add a message alongside each checkpoint
28
Discussion and Recommendations
29
Discussion: caveats
● Hard to motivate some features in a test environment
● First run impressions may change over time
● Existing users have workflows they like
● Naming things is hard
○ “Viewport” vs “Split pane”
○ “Checkpoint” vs “Version”
30
Usability fixes: Always-on code validation
Severity Issue
Minor Remove the error status icon.  Only two users even noticed 
this feature, and they didn’t find it particularly useful.
Cosmetic Make the error markers clickable like the error cards.
Feature 
request
Hovering over the error in the code block should produce the 
error card.
31
Usability fixes: Split-pane and outline views
Severity Issue
Minor Make the “Add Viewport” functionality less prominent by moving 
it into the menu system.  This recommendation is based on the 
number of users who said they wouldn’t use the feature at all
Minor Rename the “Add Viewport” functionality to something users are 
more familiar with. Some code editors use the term “Split Pane 
View”, which may have enabled more intuition about the feature.
Minor Expand the Outline to fill the vertical space.
32
Usability fixes: Cell checkpointing
Severity Issue
Minor Replace the Diff Button’s icon with something more 
understandable, perhaps even just text that says “Diff”.
Minor Rename “Checkpoint” to version.
Cosmetic Checkpointing should not be enabled by default.  This was 
done in the prototype to facilitate testing but would not be 
the default in the real system.
Feature request Keyboard shortcuts for taking checkpoints.
Feature request The notebook should take checkpoints automatically, rather 
than the user having to take them manually.
33
Final thoughts: reflections on the process
● Building a prototype helped:
○ Solidify the design in my own thinking
○ Communicate ideas with others
○ Point out awkward interactions between features
● User testing helped:
○ Reinforce that I am not the user
○ Point out areas for improvement in the design
34
Thank you!
… and questions?
Full report: http://plotts.codes/hci598/report/index.html
Prototype: http://plotts.codes/hci598/prototype/src/index.html 35
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